IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Discontinuation of digital AVR/Excitation system
Model DVRG used for air-cooled generators

1. Discontinuation of print circuit board of model DVRG AVR

Model DVRG AVR/Excitation system was developed in 1995 and used for air-cooled generator. Mainstream of AVR/Excitation system for air-cooled generator was shifted to MEC600 developed 2002 and MEC700 developed 2010. As already 16 years passed since development and number of production was rapidly decreased since 2002, parts used for printed circuit boards cannot be obtained from manufacturer.

Therefore, we have to discontinue supply of following print circuit boards in the DVRG AVR unit,
- CPU board
- Gate Board
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2. Repair Service

Although spare print circuit board cannot be supplied, repair service will continue until Dec.2014. In case of damage of print circuit board in the AVR unit, we will repair the defective board after sending back to our factory. Please contact to us for detail.
(Repair service depends on damaged parts/portion. If parts cannot be purchased, repair service cannot be available.)

3. Alternative/Successor model

In addition, we have developed new AVR model “MEC700” in 2010. We would like to recommend making plans to replace with latest MEC700 AVR.

Please contact to us for details of replacement plan.
We have 2 plans for renewal, one is “full” replacement i.e. replace whole existing cubicle with new cubicle and the other is “partial” replacement.
Please see JEJQ-12004-S003 for “partial” replacement plan.